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How Vendredi’s sales 
conversion rates 
skyrocketed after  tapping 
into multichannel 
marketing (with the help 

of Surfe).

Vendredi is the French employee engagement 
platform that simplifies the management of all 
the positive actions of a company by offering 
various social and environmental activities.  
Each of these activities are simple and the 
platform aims to boost engagement by getting 
the entire team at a company involved.


Clients using Vendredi find having this platform 
extremely helpful as all the activities available  
are set out for them in one easy-to-use platform. 
This encourages more company civic 
involvement and adds ease for the Corporate 
Social Responsibility Directors or Welfare 
Managers using the platform.


Vendredi started using Surfe in September  
of 2020, a success story in the making.  
We spoke with Rob Iss, the Head of Growth,  
who told us that Surfe has added tremendous 
value and ease to Vendredi’s workflow.


Here’s more on how Surfe has helped employees 
improve their multichannel marketing approach, 
collaboration, and organization for best results.


Case Study

Challenge 1

A gap between LinkedIn and the CRM 
made the data transfer process 
susceptible to missing information 

and disarray

     Vendredi’s ideal consumer profile (ICP)  
is a Welfare Manager or a Corporate Social 
Responsibility Director. In fact, these roles are far 
and few between as not all companies have  
this particular role. With a relatively lower pool  
of prospects, this makes it extra important for 
Vendredi to convert them into clients. Meaning,  
to avoid prospect loss, each opportunity must  
be treated carefully with personal touch. 


     These prospects are also in high demand,  
often targeted by companies which are selling  
HR-related products. This means they can easily 
get overwhelmed with too many sales messages 
and so sending direct sales messages often  
doesn’t work.

Company Overview
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     Vendredi believes the value that their  
product brings and so

 before they start  
selling anything.


     Thus the solution is 
. This way,  

your potential client can comfortably discover  
their product little by little, which could also 
improve retention rate in the long run.


     This all sounds simple, but there’s one major 
obstacle when it comes to multichannel marketing: 
it’s difficult to track if the prospect has been 
approached and extremely time-consuming  
when it comes to manual data entry.


     While multichannel marketing is an effective 
method, many companies are hesitant to deploy  
it because if all interactions aren’t properly noted, 
chaos ensues. For example, if a marketing rep 
contacted a prospect via LinkedIn messaging  
to offer them a webinar and a sales person wasn’t 
aware of this to offer the same webinar, this could 
result in double-messaging or on the other side, 
missed opportunities.


     This type of confusion and disorganization 
alienates prospects, makes them feel unimportant, 
and creates an environment of awkwardness  
and unprofessionalism.


     Particularly for Vendredi, with a relatively limited 
prospect list, they are aware that it’s important  
to make sure that 

.

 they want to ensure  
that their potential clients understand the merit  
that Vendredi can bring

approaching these 
prospects via multiple channels

everyone involved in contacting 
a particular prospect is aware of the prospect’s 
stage in the customer journey
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“Trying to sell something on the first 
message never works. It’s like asking 

someone to marry you after you’ve just 
met. It may have worked in the past,  

but as information becomes more readily 
available, people are exceedingly more 
aware of their options, taking longer to 

make more informed decisions. Therefore, 
here at Vendredi, we needed to engage in  

a multichannel marketing approach, made 
infinity easier with the help of Surfe.”


Solution 1

Surfe helps synchronize messages  
from multichannel approaches, keeps 
organization perfect, and ensures  
that no key information is lost  
or forgotten when it comes to keeping 
track of data and interaction with each  
and every prospect.

In hopes of streamlining this multichannel workflow 
and avoiding error, Robin tried many different tools. 
His colleague, Thibault Claudon tried Surfe, 
presented it to the team, and encouraged everyone, 
including Robin, to give it a try.


Immediately, the team found , 
which was a nice break from the more complicated 
tools Robin had been testing out. Therefore,  

, and the team appreciated how  
little training was needed to get everyone up to par.


The new multichannel workflow at Vendredi began 
with the marketing team engaging in brand 
awareness. To execute this, the team sent LinkedIn 
messages to prospects asking them to join 
webinars, sharing key articles, blog posts,  
or playbooks from the company.


Following this, salespeople then could ask the 
prospects several warm up questions. After this 
period of ‘nurturing’ the client, they can also 
encourage prospects to join Vendredi’s community 
‘Impact at Work.’ By doing all these baby steps it 
allows prospects to learn about Vendredi gradually, 
allowing the greatness & convenience of the 
platform to speak for itself.


This is where Surfe comes in. In order to avoid 
double messaging, missed opportunities, and 
ensure all members of both the sales and marketing 
teams were on the same page, 

. All LinkedIn conversations were logged to  
the CRM, meaning all the information and history 
was easily visible to the entire team. This 

. Robin was then easily 
able to understand how far along the pipeline each 
prospect was by viewing message history and 
information. Once they were significantly warmed 
up, he called the prospects using the appropriate 
sales pitch tailored to their needs. 




Surfe easy to use

Surfe’s integration into the Vendredi workflow 
was seamless

the team used 
Surfe to synchronise every Linkedin messages 
and make sure everyone was up-to-date on 
current prospecting information with just one 
click

helped 
the team avoid any errors
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You can view an example of Vendredi’s multichannel 
marketing workflow below:


Solution 2

Surfe also offers custom fields directly  
on prospect’s LinkedIn profile page  
in order to optimize efficiency and 
customize exactly what your employees 
see about a prospect.

Robin Iss optimises Surfe’s custom field feature  
by placing preferred custom fields on one page  
so all team members can view it.


Having custom fields such as intro ideas and task 
assignments and connecting them to Lemlist helps 
the marketing and sales teams to collaborate  
in a more organized and easier way.  
See beside for an example:


Alice Ocean •2nd

Sales Executive France
Paris, Île-de-France, France • Contact info

500+ connections

Connect Message More

Wave Studio

First University

Go to CRM

New Deal Tasks Notes Update CRM

Home My Network Jobs Messaging Notifications Me ▼ Work ▼ Surfe

CRM: Salesforce

Industry: e-commerce Company size: 10 to 49 employees

Buying Role: Decision Maker

Email: ocean@gmail.com Task:

Phone: 06 89 34 56 76 Last activity: now

Company: Wave Studio

Sales call - 4 days

Add/remove fields

Find email & phone

Martin KaufmanContact Opportunity Connected
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Warm up question PlaybookWebinar

Lead conversion

Cold contact

Client

Blogpost Join Vendredi 
community

Impact at work

Sales Pitch & 
negotiation
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Having all the important information viewable  
on one page really helps stabilize the relationship 
between the marketing and sales teams as there  
is .


For example, if a marketing rep was the one who 
first approached a prospect, noticed they joined  
a webinar and also gave feedback afterwards, 

no information loss

the marketing rep could write the feedback  
on the ‘personalized intro’ segment (which would  
then be synchronized to Hubspot) and sales team 
could later view this information and use it  
as a personalized ice breaker. This kind of 
intercompany communication keeps things 
perfectly organized and assists different teams  
to contact a prospect in a more personalized  
and orderly manner.
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From increased conversion rates

Thanks to Vendredi’s innovative multichannel marketing 
approach and personalization (and synchronization 
help from Surfe), the company managed to attain a 

. This number is extremely 
impressive, considering that the average sales 
conversion rate is just  
under 10%.

conversion rate of 60-70%
60-7060-70 %

From saving time

Employees save time as they don’t have to hop back 
and forth between LinkedIn and the CRM. Vendredi 
noted that the time saved thanks to Surfe for the entire 
team of 11 people is ! This comes 
out to about one full day of work on average per month 
for each employee, which can be used for a nonprofit 
activity — yes, internal employees benefit from 
Vendredi’s platform, too!

 116 hours per month
116116 h

From collaboration

Using Surfe really added value to Vendredi’s workflow. 
Now, there is  and all teams are in 
collaboration and on the same page. With all data easily 
synchronized into the CRM, it allows the head of 
growth (as well as both the marketing and the sales 
teams) to 

 and any engagement that’s happened 
between Vendredi and potential clients.


Having everything available on one page also makes 
things so much 

.

 no data lost

understand the customer's journey from  
the beginning

easier when it comes  
to this intercompany collaboration

No  
data loss

No  
data loss
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Implementing multichannel marketing is  
a great plan, but only if you can keep track  
of the workflow, which can be time-consuming 
and tedious. Surfe can help you sync  
your conversations and improve workflow, 
ensuring nothing gets lost and all of your team 
members work together for the best  
results possible.

“It’s okay to have different 
people in the company 
contacting the same 

person, but it’s not okay  
to push the same exact 
information because we 
failed to communicate 

internally. Surfe helps us 
avoid this.”

Robin Iss

Head of Growth 
at Vendredi

Activism as a workplace 
team has never been easier. 
Ensure your team 
contributes to the greater 
good by using Vendredi.



For more information, 
contact Robin Iss: 
robin.iss@vendredi.cc
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